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TemTa-Neramit is an all-in-one creation and playout solution for real-time on-air graphics
optimized to the need of today's broadcasters.  It can be utilized not only in a simple 2D and 3D
character generator, but also highly advanced real-time 3D graphics and animation creation without 
rendering time. TemTa-Neramit enhanced functions and powerful graphics engine will be ideal for
moving to the next level of broadcast graphics quality and performance.

TemTa-Neramit assists users in creating high quality real-
time on-air graphics in order to generate a remarkable
expression with built-in-2D and 3D objects, realistic
materials as well on imported 3D modeling fles.

TemTa-Neramit provides useful toolset and library. Also
has an intuitive user interface to designers so they can 
manage creation work in easy and simple way. All users,
even frst-time users, can create better graphics output
quickly with fun.

TemTa-Neramit has many useful functions on CG graphics
creation with on extensive library of templates, time-saving 
editing tools, and shortcut keys. For example, TemTa-Neramit 
CG's easy batch process helps import of huge text from fle,
process on multiple project work to edit all the scenes
simultaneously.

Most of TemTa-Neramit features can be controlled by
programming interface. This SDK includes rich API, sample
codes and documentations that 3rd party developers make for
their own purposes in C#, VB, C++ languages.

Real-Time 3D On-Air Graphics systemReal-Time 3D On-Air Graphics system

BeneftsBenefts

Rich and Sophisticated 3D Graphics

TemTa-Neramit is embedded with a highly optimized graphic
engine that is utilizing up-to-date hardware technology
to playout up to 16 layers of scenes simultaneously and
process million of polygon in real-time without
sacrifcing stability.

Real-Time Performance and Stability

Convenient and Easy Creation

Extreme Effciency and Productivity

Maximized Extensibility
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TemTa-Neramit provides the users to set the materials and
textures for the 3D elements to give realistic look to the 
objects for example plastic, metal, wood and glass image.
Video fles or live input video can also texture mapping to 
each side of objects.

TemTa-Neramit provides a high level customizable key-frame 
based animation to deliver a powerful motion graphics.
Including position, rotation, and scaling, most of object
attributes can be key-framed and controlled on the track-
based timeline and spline editor.

TemTa-Neramit imports various image fle types such as PNG,
JPG, TGA, TIFF, PSD and AI fles. Users can import PSD fle, by
each layer and can import AI fle as vector outline to edit
and convert it into 3D object. Also TemTa-Neramit  can import
3D model from 3DS, DAE, FBX, OBJ fle with meshes, lights and
cameras including materials and animations.

TemTa-Neramit offers the users built-in 2D and 3D
composition features. It provides 2D text, shapes, and also
path for custom object creation. 2D objects are decorated
with cool 2D style system or can be converted into 3D object
with bevel, lathe or loft. In 3D, there are built-in 3D text
and parametric creation of 3D geometries.
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TemTa-Neramit support up to 16 multi-layer(scenes). This layer 
(scene) can play out simultaneously. Also can be controlled
independently and conditionally. 
TemTa-Neramit also support up to 4K 50p(option).

TemTa-Neramit can customizable transition effects to scene and
object with various effect such as particle system, lens-fare,
and refection plane. Those are considered as an object and can
be controlled and animated. Intuitive particle system to
express like a real fame, water, explosion, freworks, snow, and
rain.

Boost your on-air graphicsBoost your on-air graphics
Built-in 2D/3D Composition

Import Various File Types

Realistic Material Use

Convenient Key-Frame Animation

Various Effects

Play-out
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